Main Features of Okayama

1. Good access

2. Charm of the region

3. Impressive travel plans unique to Okayama
1. Good access (1)
(Access to Okayama City)

Regular flights from Seoul, Shanghai, and Hong Kong fly to Okayama Airport, and visitors can easily access Okayama City from major airports within Japan.
Regular flights run from the Asian hub airports of Incheon International Airport (Seoul), Shanghai Pudong International Airport, and Hong Kong International Airport to Okayama Airport.
Routes 4 and 5

Domestic flights run from Haneda Airport (Tokyo International Airport) to Okayama Airport.

From Narita International Airport, visitors can take either the railway or shinkansen to Okayama City via Tokyo Station.

(Visitors can also take a limousine bus from Narita International Airport to Haneda Airport, then take a domestic flight to Okayama Airport.)
Routes 6 and 7

From Kansai International Airport, visitors can take either the railway or shinkansen to Okayama City via Shin-Osaka Station.

From Fukuoka Airport, visitors can take either the railway or shinkansen to Okayama City via Hakata Station.
Once you have finished the arrival procedures, go outside from the terminal. Follow the signs at the exit and proceed to the ticket office.
From Okayama Airport to Okayama Station (2)

**STEP2** Buy a bus ticket

Buy a ticket for a bus bound for Okayama Station at a ticket machine at the ticket office (760 yen). Refer to the sign posted at the top of the ticket machine for its operating instructions.
From Okayama Airport to Okayama Station (3)

STEP3  Board a bus bound for Okayama Station

Board a bus bound for Okayama Station, which departs from the No. 2 Bus Stop.
The bus will arrive at the West Entrance to the JR Okayama Station.

Welcome to Okayama City!
1. Good access (2)
(Location of hotels)

Within 1 km-radius of Okayama Station:
5000 hotel rooms for 6,700 guests

Total capacity of major hotels in the city:
approx. 9000 guests
1. Good access (3)  
(Location of convention complexes)

There are 3 main areas where the convention complexes are located in Okayama city:

1. **University Area** - where various facilities of universities are located.
2. **Cultural Area** - where museums, Okayama Korakuen garden and Okayama Castle are situated.
3. **Station Area** - where Okayama Stations is conveniently located for good access to transportation.

A number of facilities are located in these areas to serve the different purposes of each convention.
Okayama University Area  Hotel Room type/price (JPY)

Okayama University

Zip Arena Okayama

Okayama Royal Hotel
- 【single】8,000~
- 【twin】15,000~
- 【double】16,000~

Recent Culture Hotel
- 【single】8,000~
- 【twin】16,000~
- 【double】17,000~

City Right Stadium
Cultural Area  Hotel Room type/price (JPY)

Comfort Hotel Okayama
- **single**: 8,000~
- **twin**: 13,000~
- **double**: 13,000~

Okayama Plaza Hotel
- **single**: 8,000~
- **twin**: 13,000~
- **double**: 13,000~

Okayama Symphony Hall

Okayama Civic Hall
2. Charm of the region (1)
(Main sightseeing spots in Okayama city)

- Yumeji Museum of Art
- Okayama Pref. Museum
- Okayama Castle
- Hayashibara Museum of Art
- Orient Museum
- Okayama Korakuen Garden
- Okayama Plaza Hotel
- Okayama Civic Center
- Okayama Symphony Hall
It is easy to visit surrounding sightseeing spots from Okayama thanks to the convenient transportation. It takes only 15 minutes by train to get to famous old city, Kurashiki, and further to Takamatsu city in Kagawa prefecture known for *Udon*, wheat noodle. You will be perfectly satisfied with such a large number of scenic sites within and just outside Okayama city.
2. Charm of the region (3)
(Dishes of Okayama)

Enjoy country dishes in Okayama. There are a variety of fresh seafood dishes including fish from Seto Inland Sea, bara sushi, and sashimi of Japanese Spanish mackerel to name a few.
2. Charm of the region (4)
(Special products of Okayama)

- Local Brew, Craft Beer
- Ujobori woodcarving
- Bizen ware pottery
- Proso Millet Cake
- Fruits
- Jeans
3. Impressive travel plans unique to Okayama

〜Dinner in Okayama Styles〜
Banquet plans 1 for Okayama, (up to 100 people)

Okayama castle OKAYAMA style banquet ~Enjoy your party like a feudal landlord.

Okayama castle was constructed by the feudal landlord by Hideie Ukita and it sometimes called Kin’ur’jo. Why don’t you have a banquet dress up like a landlord and princess?

Suggested price: approximately 1,300,000 yen (100 people)※The hall setups and catering services (drink and food menu) are subject to change. There is usage restrictions for use, please contact the Association for more information.

Welcoming by the feudal landlord Hideie ukita and his wife Go princess

You can dress like a lord or princess

The view of Okayama castle at night

The scene of farewell
Banquet plans 2 for Okayama, (up to 200 or 300 people)

Banquet at Okayama Korakuen Garden as one of the three most beautiful gardens in Japan.

Okayama Korakuen garden is known as one of the three most beautiful gardens in Japan along with Kenrokuen and Kairakuen. Why don’t you hold a banquet at a world class Japanese garden?

Suggested price: approximately 3,000,000 yen (200 people) ※The hall setups and catering services (drink and food menu) are subject to change. There is usage restrictions for use, please contact the Association for more information.

In case of rain, it will be held at an indoor venue.

The scene of the opening ceremony  Food booth  The site will be Japanese style using bankasa and akamousen

Bichu-kagura (attraction)  The scene of the site  The scene of the party
Banquets plans 3 for Okayama, (up to 100 people)

～ Sogenji ～ Zen meditation

Sogenji is Rinzai zen Buddhist temple located in Maruyama Naka ward Okayama city, it is Bodai-ji temple (the family temple) of the Ikeda, the load of Okayama. There is Chisen-kaiyushiki Garden: a type of Japanese garden with a pond in the center and a three storied pagoda in the middle of the hill. Sogen-ji is well known for Shidare-sakura (a weeping cherry tree) in spring and autumn leaves in fall. They welcome people from all over the world so most of the trainee monks came from abroad. Enjoy the banquet includes Zazen experience.

Suggested price: approximately 1,500,000 yen (100 people)
※The hall setups and catering services (drink and food menu) are subject to change.

There is usage restrictions for use, please contact the Association for more information.